USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10402.20

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
FCO_Mikan says:
::at the helm presetting several evasive maneuvers into the helm computer::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is still on the surface rolling off the prone body of a Borg colonist he just tackled, leaping back onto his feet looking for Bauer::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM FROM THE GENEVA CONTINUES ITS INVESTIGATION OF THE GRUTHORIAN COLONIST INFESTATION ON ZESTEL IV
CO_Shras says:
:: walking out from his ready room after his talk with Starfleet Command ::
ACMO_Love says:
@::settles herself in at the base camp to examine the nanites again and find a way to stop this Borg infestation from taking over the colonists any further::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CNS*: Mr. Bauer... are you okay?
XO_Taal says:
@::picks up some scrap metal and goes onto the next piece::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Aloud: Counselor! Where are you!? ::starts moving, distancing himself from the other approaching Borg, towards base camp looking all around for Bauer::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::adjusts his internal communicator:: *CO*: Tunik to Captain Shras.
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks up for a moment and then peers down at the samples once more::
CO_Shras says:
:: sit in his chair ::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Report!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::still a tad winded from the head shot taken from a club from the last Borg he fought::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Bauer is on the ground after having been attacked by a number of colonists. He is unresponsive::
EO_Valentine says:
::finishes adjusting all of the phase emitters::
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Sir, I am maintaining standard orbit around Zestel IV. The Away Team is still on the surface. I have preset several evasive maneuvers into the helm computer and we are at yellow alert.
XO_Taal says:
@::puts down the pieces of scrap metal he has collected::
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE DISCOVERY THAT THE INFESTATION WAS OF ANCIENT BORG ORIGIN HAS HELPED GIVE DIRECTION TO A POSSIBLE REASON FOR THE INFESTATION TO BEGIN WITH.... AND FOR A POSSIBLE CURE
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Good, keep an eye out there for incoming trouble
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: I have also alerted SFC about our situation. -- Yes sir.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sees the same Borg he just tackled come at him again:: *CNS*: Kizlev to Bauer, respond!! ::resumes the melee::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::checks to see if his communicator is even working:: *CO*: Captain Shras... are you reading me? This is Tunik. Commander Taal is down. I haven’t been able to establish contact with Bauer.
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks around for Tunik::
FCO_Mikan says:
::slaves the sensors to his console and begins LR sensor sweeps::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::grabs a shotgun, loads it... and returns to the medical area... shaking his head:: ACMO: Looks like we're on our own.
EO_Valentine says:
::opens a vid-link to Ronik's console:: *FCO*: Big kitty, what's going on up there?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Borg: Curse you! Don't you ever learn? ::grabs the incoming arm and uses the momentum to heave the Borg several yards away::
XO_Taal says:
@::bends over to pick up another piece of metal only to tip over and fall face first, further damaging the face shield::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Tunik, I have an idea. Think we have any nanites on board the Geneva?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: I'm more than certain they're in a lab. Either or both the medical and science labs.
FCO_Mikan says:
*EO*: Mai, I'm glad you contacted me. We may be in for some trouble. I will need full power to the shields and propulsion systems. I need you to make sure we have power. I know I can count on you.
Torial says:
@::continues to build in the base camp::
EO_Valentine says:
::grins:: *FCO*: Big kitty need Mai to make special torpedoes?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Bauer enters a dream like state. He awakens from sleep and rises to his feet::
XO_Taal says:
@::gets back on his feet and feels an irresistible urge to walk outside::
EO_Valentine says:
::moves to another console and begins typing quickly::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::wonders where the CNS and XO is:: *XO*: Commander Taal, please come in. *CNS*: Counselor, if you hear me, this is no time for jokes. Respond please.
Torial says:
@::steps near the ACMO::
FCO_Mikan says:
::thinks:: *EO*: Good idea. We may need those. But don't let that get in the way of maintaining power.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *Geneva*: Tunik to anyone on the Geneva. Are communications working?
XO_Taal says:
@::moves one foot awkwardly in front of the other::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: We need to get them down here. I think we may be able to reprogram them to eradicate the strain in the colonists. The ones in the colonists are primitive and should be easily adapted to the ones we have.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Bauer begins to return to structure.  He hears an odd, disturbing sound in his ear.::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::spots two more Borg slowly hobbling towards him::
EO_Valentine says:
::clickity, clickity, clickity, click, click:: *FCO*: Got it. Big Kitty has 110% of shields and propulsion. ::clickity, click, clickity::
XO_Taal says:
@::sees Lieutenant Kizlev and approaches him with arms flailing::
FCO_Mikan says:
*EO*: Excellent.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::As he walks he found if he removes the helmet from his head the disturbing sound goes away::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: That's going to be difficult. I can't seem to contact the Geneva.
Torial says:
@::feels his body move directly in front of the ACMO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*Geneva*: This is Kizlev. I need a fix on the Commander Taal and Counselor Bauer. They are in immediate danger. ::sees the XO coming at him and stands ready::
XO_Taal says:
@::arms flailing and attempts to make contact with Kizlev::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Any idea what the problem is?
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: I have them on sensors. Shall I beam you to their location?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Bauer continues to remove the EVA suit finding it constrictive to performing the task he needs to do::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: No need... ::sidesteps the XO's approach, crouches low, and performs a leg sweep tripping him to the ground:: ...I just found the XO.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::He approaches the structure and enters as he is dressed in just his uniform::
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: Affirmative.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::moves towards a console and patches into communications... stops:: ACMO: There are five possibilities that have come to me. (1) They left us. (2) They're fighting the Borg. (3) The Borg have already destroyed the Geneva. (4) They're suffering communications problems through a simple ship malfunction. Or (5) the Borg are jamming communications.
EO_Valentine says:
::taps on her console and hacks into the Captains console:: *CO*: Hello Captain!
XO_Taal says:
@::tries to avoid the leg sweep, but with the uncoordinated foot movement, falls down to the ground::
CO_Shras says:
*EO*: Yes? You have a request?
XO_Taal says:
@::slowly gets up and picks up a metal pipe::
FCO_Mikan says:
::turns to Captain Shras:: CO: Sir, I recommend that we beam the AT to sickbay and erect a level 6 force field around them.
XO_Taal says:
@::attempts to swing the pipe and hit Kizlev::
ACMO_Love says:
@::stands and walks around pacing:: CSO: This can't be happening! We need those nanites.
Torial says:
@::moves toward the XO and ACMO::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Why? What is happening down there?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Thinks this sucks. But I can't seem to be able to resist it.  Begins to organize  the engineering room, with the portal getaway::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@XO: Sir! What are you doing? Get a hold of yourself! ::tries to look into Taal's eyes, but sees a pipe coming at him, throwing himself backward to avoid it::
EO_Valentine says:
::Grins:: *CO*: Checking on you Captain-person! Mai has the force-field thingees done.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: It seems that the AT is under duress.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::turns at Torial with his shotgun ready:: Torial: Understand that I took a Hippocratic Oath. I went through Vulcan mental training. Logic. I do not wish to harm you. However, it is in the best interest of the many that I kill the one. Do not force me to make such an unattractive decision.
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Lieutenant, I suggest you return to camp. I do not appear to be in control.
FCO_Mikan says:
*EO*: Mai, there seems to be a problem with communications between AT members. See if you can bridge communications through the ship's comm system.
XO_Taal says:
@::swings harder but unsuccessfully makes contact and falls forward::
Torial says:
@CSO: Maybe if you could use me against the other zombies.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*CSO/ACMO*: We have a major problem here. The XO is one of..."them." XO: I can't do that sir. I'm not about to leave you like this.
Host Bob says:
ACTION: THE INFESTATION CARRIED BY THE EXEC FORCES HIS BODY TO BEGIN WORKING ON A SUB-ASSEMBLY FOR THE LASTEST PIECE OF EQUIPMENT FOR WHAT THE COLONY IS WORKING ON
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Torial: How so?
EO_Valentine says:
*FCO* Got it Big Kitty! ::closes the comm::
Torial says:
@CSO: Maybe you could reprogram me.
XO_Taal says:
@::drops the pipe and turns around and heads back for the structure::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CTO*: I'm aware of the XO's condition. Be aware that he is now a threat to you. He can... and may infect you.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is putting everything in proper order and in perfect efficiency. Thinks - Man I don't even clean my quarters this good::
ACMO_Love says:
@::hears the CTO's message::*CTO*: We may have a solution to the problem. Can you contact the ship from your location?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::grabs the XO and puts him in a fierce submissive vise:: XO: Forgive.... me sir. I'm not about to let you go that easily.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Then if they are under the control of the Borg I don't want them on this ship!
XO_Taal says:
@::struggles to free himself::
EO_Valentine says:
::wide grin as she begins cross-connecting various ship systems and checking them out::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::listens for the CTO's response::
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: We can put them in stasis in SB until we can figure out what to do with them.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::feels an incredible resistance and is barely able hold on against the Vulcan strength::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Break my legs, Lieutenant. It is the logical course of action.
XO_Taal says:
@::attempts to flip Kizlev forward::
Torial says:
@CSO: use that tricorder thing and control me. Figure it out.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: You know that won't work with the Borg....
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*ACMO*: One..... ungh.... moment. Arrrgh....  XO: Your logic astounds me sir. But I'm not one for breaking the bones of a superior officer. Fight this. Focus your mind and beat this thing inside you.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Torial: Time is of the essence. And at this point... I'm desperate. ::thinks of it:: It seems that in my most desperate moments... I have even found the meaning of life. ::grabs his tricorder and points it towards Torial::
ACMO_Love says:
@::waits anxiously for Kizlev's response::
EO_Valentine says:
::clickity, clickity click:: *FCO*: From what Mai sees, Big Kitty, there was an isochip in the wrong place. ::watches as Kandeldandel changes the chips out:: Okay! All fixed!
FCO_Mikan says:
*EO*: Good work Mai. Thanks.
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: What is the status of all members of the AT?
XO_Taal says:
@::tries to free himself, and slowly continues to return to the structure with Kizlev on his back::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is muttering to himself as he is occupied with matters that don't make sense to him but seems to be getting done nonetheless::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Lieutenant, it was not a suggestion. I am giving you a direct order to break my legs.
EO_Valentine says:
::enjoys a Twinkie while she looks up information on the Borg and cross checks it with what she knows about what's going on with the AT::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::feels himself starting to drag with the XO and decides to pull back and toss him over.::
XO_Taal says:
@::falls over Kizlev's back and onto the ground::
FCO_Mikan says:
::increases the comm signal:: *CTO*: What is your situation? What is going on down there?
XO_Taal says:
@::slowly climbs back to his feet and continues slowly for the structure::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*ACMO*: I have contact with the Geneva. I will patch you through. *FCO*: Status is critical down here. Inform the captain immediately that the XO has been assimilated by Borg nanites and the Counselor is currently missing.
ACMO_Love says:
@*CTO*: Acknowledged.
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged. ::turns to the CO:: CO: Captain, the XO is infected with the Borg nanites, the counselor is missing and the CTO seems to be alright.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::roughly grabs and slams the XO back down, pressing his hands down on him:: XO: Not so fast, sir. What you ask me to do is.... unorthodox. But if I must....
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: What is the status of the CSO and the ACMO?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: Great. Once we get those nanites... we can cure the plague and save our crew.
XO_Taal says:
@::falls forward::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is working on a console near the gateway::
Torial says:
@ALL: Force me to attack those Borg.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: I hope so. I'm going to try contacting the ship now.
XO_Taal says:
@::watches as a few infected colonists exit the building and converge on Kizlev::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: They are fine for the moment. I believe they are working on a cure for this nanite problem.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: Could you help me with reprogramming Torial's internal nano-network with the tricorder. We might be able to take control of his body... and use him to fight the Borg. Maybe even... use the Borg internal communications... to reprogram the rest of them.
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged. Do you require assistance?
ACMO_Love says:
@*Geneva*: Geneva, this is Dr. Love. Are you receiving me?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: Seeing as how more hostiles are approaching, a little added assistance would be very welcome about now.
XO_Taal says:
@::slowly gets up and walks past the infected colonists as they focus their attention to Lieutenant Kizlev::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: I'm not sure we can reprogram them without our laboratory nanites Tunik.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Torial: I'm trying. But I'm not as familiar with the sophisticated networking of nanotechnology.
EO_Valentine says:
*ACMO*: Love, Love! This is Geneva!
FCO_Mikan says:
*CTO*: I roger that sir. ::turns to the captain:: CO: Sir, the CTO is requesting assistance on the surface. I believe it is getting extremely hostile down there.
ACMO_Love says:
@*EO*: Thank goodness. Listen we have a plan to eradicate the Borg infection down here, but we need the nanites from science lab one beamed to my location. Can you comply?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: I'm pleased you got through.
CO_Shras says:
*Away Team*: Since Commander Taal is under the control of other forces he is temporarily relieved of duty, Commander Tunik is leading the Away Team until I order it otherwise
EO_Valentine says:
*ACMO*: Nanites? Oh those little buggy-thingees? Mai can do that, no problem.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sees his window of opportunity shrinking, charges after the XO, body blocks him taking him to the ground, grabs his legs and tries to drag him::
XO_Taal says:
@::looks at the situation and looks around::
XO_Taal says:
@::reaches for his holster::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Lieutenant! My body is reaching for my phaser!
ACMO_Love says:
@*EO*: Check with the Captain first Mai. We can't afford any accidents if you know what I mean.
EO_Valentine says:
*ACMO*: Okay Love-Love.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::takes one hand and quick draws his own phaser, and shoots the XO's weapon out of his hand, then drags him some more::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Call security teams to the transporter rooms and have them armed and ready to transport
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Is the shield at base camp holding?
EO_Valentine says:
*CO*: Captain-person! Love-Love on the planet needs some nanites and your permission!
XO_Taal says:
@::places his hand onto the ground to fish for something.::
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: I know its crude of me to do this, but you're coming back with me, sir.
FCO_Mikan says:
::grins:: CO: Aye sir. -- ::scans the camp:: CO: Yes sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CTO*: Lieutenant. I have a shotgun to transport to you. Use your tricorder to feed me your exact coordinates. I don't want you being infected either.
XO_Taal says:
@::manages to grab what appears to be a wrench and uses the momentum of being dragged to swing at the legs of Kizlev with a lot of force::
FCO_Mikan says:
*Security*: Security Teams 1 and 2 report to the transporter room 1 ready for combat.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*CSO*: Say that again, sir? Shot...gun?
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Have the security teams beamed there and some near the exploring team in the Borg building
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Aye sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::moves to the singular transporter pad, where he left one of the shotguns and ammo:: *CTO*: Yes Mr. Kizlev. Phasers are useless. It's like fighting a starship with sticks and stones.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: I do not want to loose everyone to the Borg but we need answers and means to fight the Borg out of this planet
FCO_Mikan says:
*ST1*: You are to beam to the base camp and secure it. *ST2*: You are to beam to the position of the AT.
ACMO_Love says:
@::waits to hear back from Mai about the nanites::
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Understood sir.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::feels an intense strike on one of his feet, the blow knocking him away to the ground::
EO_Valentine says:
::tilts her head and waits on the CO to respond::
FCO_Mikan says:
::beams ST1 to the base camp::
XO_Taal says:
@::gets up and attempts to smash the face shield on Kizlev's Environmental Suit::
FCO_Mikan says:
*CSO/CTO*: Help is on its way. ::beams ST2 to position to AT::
CO_Shras says:
EO: Explain! You sound like a parrot here not like the Starfleet officer you are supposed to be!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::the pain numbing and very sharp, tries to roll away to and get up on his one good foot::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *FCO*: Help... on the way? By sending any type of reinforcement, you're violating the biological regulations put forth before we transported down here. No one goes down. No goes up... until our mission is a success.
EO_Valentine says:
::whimpers and takes a deep breath:: *CO*: Love on the planet needs nanites, but she needs your permission first. ::makes a mental note not to ask the CO for anything ever again.::
FCO_Mikan says:
*CSO*: Sorry sir. Captain's orders.
CO_Shras says:
EO: Good, now you make sense. Send her what she needs. Keep me posted on her progress.
XO_Taal says:
@::follows Kizlev and attempts to trip up his good leg::
EO_Valentine says:
*CO*: Yes Captain-person.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::hops away rather briskly on his one foot dragging the other, trying to put distance between him and the XO::
EO_Valentine says:
*ACMO*:  Alrighty! Mai is beaming for you now! ::taps buttons on her console::
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: Change of plans Commander, you ain't coming back but I am sending you troops to complete your mission
XO_Taal says:
@::begins a pursuit but stops suddenly and turns back around and heads for the structure::
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: That's it, sir. This way... ::keeps moving towards the base camp::
ACMO_Love says:
@*EO*: Well done Mai. I see them now. Love out.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::can't believe what's going on; the Geneva is sending "reinforcements"... with phasers, phasers that are useless against these Borg:: *CO*: Captain... with all due respect... you just sent more sheep down for the wolves. Our phasers don't work.
EO_Valentine says:
::grins and closes the comm. thinks 'at least one person doesn't yell at Mai'::
ACMO_Love says:
@::picks up the container and places them on the table:: CSO: Tunik, we have them!
Torial says:
@ACMO: Hurry.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::grinds his teeth in bitter frustration seeing the XO move away:: XO: Don't make me hurl insults at you. Self: No...I'll do better than that.
FCO_Mikan says:
*CSO*: Sir, I thought of that. The security teams were armed with hand weapons, not phasers.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at Love:: ACMO: Excellent. I feel after this, I'll need a few treatments in neuro-pressure.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Now give me that sample we took from Torial.
XO_Taal says:
@::suddenly turns around and attempts to smash the face shield again with the wrench::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::dives low plunging the full force of his weight into Taal's left kneecap hoping to break or fracture it::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::moves to the table and grabs the nanite samples from Torial... and gives them to Love:: ACMO: Here. ; *FCO*: I'm... sorry for doubting you Mr. Mikan.
FCO_Mikan says:
::grins:: *CSO*: Not a problem sir.
XO_Taal says:
@::the wrench connects with the face shield, however as Kizlev collides with his leg, he feels something pop out::
ACMO_Love says:
@::takes Torial's sample and injects the new nanites into the sample:: CSO: Now we'll see what happens. Tunik, get ready with your tricorder to tweak the programming as needed.
XO_Taal says:
@::feels some pain, and looks down at his leg::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::reaches up and tries to grab the wrench after getting smacked in the face shield, a bit of a crack left behind::
XO_Taal says:
@CTO: Are you alright, Lieutenant?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Bauer wakes up and looks around. He remembers, now.  He dived off that short cliff above him to escape a crowd of colonists.::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Seems to be reprogramming the primitive ones alright..... ::looks up and smiles:: Ok, let's see how it works on Torial.
XO_Taal says:
@::still attempting to swing the wrench at Kizlev's helmet::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::He checks the read out on his EVA suit. It is intact. Lucky, he thought::
Torial says:
@ACMO: I am ready.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::does not answer and slips behind the XO, putting him in another grip, trying to yank the wrench free::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::pointing his tricorder:: ACMO: If this doesn't work... we might be faced with an unpromising decision.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is certain that another hit to the face plate will shatter it::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::What a crazy dream::
ACMO_Love says:
@::fills a hypo with the reprogrammed nanites:: Torial: Here we go. ::injects him and waits::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: However, this has a 92.34197 percent chance of being a success.
XO_Taal says:
@::tries to turn around but falls sideways instead::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Begins to head for the Base Camp::
Torial says:
@ALL: Here goes nothing.
ACMO_Love says:
@::watches Torial closely::
CTO_Kizlev says:
XO: Let.... go!!! ::falls with Taal seeing the wrench fall away, then scrambles for it::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Readings Tunik!
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::raises an eyebrow:: ACMO: It's working.
XO_Taal says:
@::tries to get up, but fails as his knee is dislocated::
ACMO_Love says:
@Torial: How are you feeling?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::snatches the wrench up and raises it over his head::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: Dr. Love. Have I ever told you about the time I held a Cardassian heart in my hand... pumped it for 4 minutes trying to save the man? And when I put his heart down and thought he was dead... his heart started beating by itself.
Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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